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Dealing with the GDPR challenge
The catalyst for a move to modern data protection

Personal data is everywhere – do you
know where? Or how easily anonymised
data could be de-anonymised?

If someone requests their personal data, could
you find it all? Even the backup/archive copies,
or copies passed to other organisations?
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GDPR governs the collection, storage,
transfer, processing and disposal of
personally-identifiable data.

Do you know which of your data is
sufficiently sensitive and personallyidentifiable to be covered by GDPR?

GDPR Top Tips

Understand GDPR and its aims
Take advice from a specialist lawyer if need be

Assign key responsibilities
Roles and functions may or may not be full-time

Understand what you hold and where
Data discovery is an essential early step

Define the scope of your requirement
Not all of your data will be subject to GDPR

Identify your GDPR compliance gaps
Start by reviewing existing protection measures

Assess your GDPR risk, and prioritise
Ensure the important things are covered first

Minimise what personal data you hold
If you don’t need it, don’t collect or keep it

Get advice from your national regulator
Their job is to promote and assist compliance

Build a road-map for compliance
Proactivity to keep the regulator on side

Use compliance as a catalyst for change
Modernise your systems, policies & processes

Create incremental value from efforts
Use data insights to open new opportunities

Modern Data Protection
An urgent change for many will be to bring in a modern data protection system, to form a
solid foundation upon which the policies and processes necessary for GDPR compliance can
be implemented in a cost-effective and manageable way.

Discovery

Storing personal data on
multiple systems will
become increasingly hard
to manage and govern

Modern data protection systems can
discover your data, classify it and
generate metadata

Protect

Metadata

Classification

Visibility

A consolidated repository
gives the opportunity to
develop new uses for data,
assuming you have the
consent or other lawful
basis needed under GDPR

Usage/
Value Creation

Governance

Incremental Business Benefit
Agility

Exploitation

Efficiency/cost

Flexible policies
Pay as you grow
Faster recovery

Do more with backups
Build customer trust
Discover ‘dark data’

Simplifies compliance
A single repository,
serves multiple tasks

Want to know more?
(see links below)

Official
text of the GDPR (PDF)
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/reform/files/regulation_oj_en.pdf

https://gdpr-info.eu/
Full text of the GDPR (web)

All-in-one Data Protection

UK
https:
/ ico.oregulator's
rg.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-gGDPR
eneral-data-protectiguide
on-regulation-gdpr/

Getting
a grip on the GDPR
http://freeformdynamics.com/fullarticle.asp?aid=1972

The
European and international data protection regulators
https://www.bfdi.bund.de/DE/Infothek/Anschriften_Links/anschriften_links-node.html
Several mobile apps for GDPR planning have been developed by specialist law firms – check the various app stores
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